- HOW TO -

REMOVE THE FOAM
FOR CORNER GUARD: Grab both ends of the corner cushion and gradually pull it off by working
in towards the corner.
FOR EDGE GUARD: Grab one end of the edge cushion and gradually pull it off by working towards
the other end.
TIPS ON HOW TO REMOVE THE ADHESIVE RESIDUE FROM WOOD SURFACES:
1. Use your finger tip to rub a few drops of cooking oil, such as canola, vegetable or olive oil, onto
the wood and run your fingers back and forth until residue comes loose; use a clean rag
to remove any remaining tape or glue; or
2. Pour or spray a little oil on a cleaning rag and scrape off. Work in circles until you remove the sticky residue.
TIPS ON HOW TO REMOVE THE ADHESIVE RESIDUE FROM NON-WOOD SURFACES
SUCH AS GLASS OR CERAMIC:
1. Pour or spray a little rubbing alcohol onto a cleaning rag. Rub the cleaning rag with alcohol onto the adhesive
residue until it comes loose. Scrape off any remaining residue with your finger (not fingernails); or
2. Pour few drops of essential oil onto a cleaning cloth. Rub the cleaning cloth with oil onto the adhesive
residue and rub back and forth to remove the tape or glue;
CAUTION: In performing any of the above, it is highly recommended to first check the surface texture.
In some cases, the solvents may react with the material and stain the surface permanently.
Please test by first applying on inconspicuous area to avoid damage on the finishing or
coating of the furniture.
Many users have also reported excellent results with the use of Naphtha and Goo Gone®
(Goo Gone® is a registered trademark of Weiman Products, LLC). As with any solvent though,
test on a less visible surface first, and follow the “care while using” instructions from the manufacturer.

